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Abstract
Given an even cyclic (+1;−1) sequence s=(s0; : : : ; s2n−1) which consists of n plus ones and n
minus ones, let us compute i+j (mod 2n) for all n2 (+1;−1)-pairs (si; sj) and insert the obtained
n2 numbers into 2n “boxes” b0; b1; : : : ; b2n−1, where box bk contains the multiplicity of k. The
cyclic sequence B(s)= (b0; b1; : : : ; b2n−1) is referred to as the box distribution of s. The average
cardinality of a box is n2=2n = n=2. Some sequences have quite remarkable box-distributions,
“almost average everywhere with two big humps”. For example, n = 5, s = (+1 + 1− 1− 1 +
1− 1+ 1− 1− 1+ 1), B= (3333133330) = (341 340); n=7, s= (+1+ 1+ 1− 1+ 1− 1− 1−
1 + 1 + 1− 1 + 1− 1− 1), B= (33333363333337) = (366 367). In general, given an odd n, the
box-distributions (n=2n−1(n−1)n=2n−1n) and (n=2n−11n=2n−10) as well as the sequences
which generate them, will be called the camel distributions and camel sequences, respectively,
up-camel and down-camel. For example, the ;rst sequence above is down-camel, and the second
one is up-camel. Here we prove that there are in;nitely many ‘camels’ of both types. More
precisely, for every prime n = 4j − 1 we construct an up-camel sequence and for every prime
n = 4j + 1 a down-camel one. In both cases these sequences are related to quadratic residues
and non-residues modulo n. Camel sequences have applications in extremal graph theory.
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1. Introduction
Given an even cyclic (+1;−1)-sequence s = (s0; : : : ; s2n−1) which consists of n
plus ones and n minus ones, let us compute i + j (mod 2n) for all n2 unordered
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(+1;−1)-pairs (si; sj) insert the obtained n2 numbers into 2n “boxes” b0; b1; : : : ; b2n−1,
where box bk contains the multiplicity of k. The cyclic sequence B(s)=(b0; b1; : : : ; b2n−1)
is referred to as the box distribution of s. Obviously, the average cardinality of a box
is n2=2n = n=2. Some sequences have remarkable box-distributions, “almost average
everywhere with two big humps”. For example,
n= 3; s= (+ +− −+−); B= (112113) = (122 123);
n= 7; s= (+ ++−+− − −++−+−−);
B= (33333363333337) = (366 367);
n= 11; s= (+ +−+++− − −+− −+−+++− − −+−);
B= (51010 51011);
n= 5; s= (+ +− −+−+− −+);
B= (3333133330) = (341 340);
n= 13; s= (+ +−++− − − −++−+−+−++− − − −++−+);
B= (7121 7120);
n= 17; s= (+ ++−+− − −++− − −+−++−++−+− − −
++− − −+−++); B= (9161 9160):
For simplicity we write just (+) instead of (+1) and (−) instead of (−1). In gen-
eral, given an odd n, the box-distributions (n=2n−1(n− 1)n=2n−1n) and (n=2n−11
n=2n−10) as well as the generating sequences will be called the camel distributions
and camel sequences, respectively, up-camel and down-camel. In the examples above
the ;rst three sequences are up-camel and the last three are down-camel. We will prove
that there are in;nitely many camel sequences of each type. More precisely, for every
prime n=4k − 1 we construct an up-camel sequence and for every prime n=4k +1 a
down-camel one. Dirichlet proved that there exist in;nitely many primes of each type.
In both cases the camel sequences are related to quadratic residues and non-residues
modulo n. In Section 2 we recall some basic properties of quadratic residues (for more
details see for example [5, Chapter 5]); in Section 3 we de;ne camel sequences related
to quadratic residues; in Section 4 we derive some bounds for the box-distributions of
the periodical and quasi-periodical sequences; in Sections 5–7 we consider applications
of camel sequences in extremal graph theory; in Section 8 we give proofs of the main
theorems.
2. Quadratic residues
Given an odd prime p and an a =0 (modp), the number a is a quadratic residue
modulo p if a ≡ b2 (modp) for some b, otherwise a is called a quadratic non-residue.
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By the de;nition, the Legendre symbol (a|p) = +1 in the ;rst case, (a|p) = −1 in
the second one and (a|p) = 0 for a ≡ 0 (modp). The Legendre symbol is mul-
tiplicative: (ab|p) = (a|p)(b|p). Further, (a|p) ≡ a(p−1)=2 (modp). In particular,
(−1|p) ≡ (−1)(p−1)=2 (modp). For example, if p ≡ 1 (mod 4) then (−1|p) = 1
and (a|p)=(p−a|p) (symmetric) for all a, that is a is a quadratic residue iL p−a is
a quadratic residue; if p ≡ −1 (mod 4) then (−1|p)=−1 and (a|p)=−(p−a|p) (skew
symmetric) for all a, that is a is a residue iL p−a is a non-residue. For every odd prime
p there are exactly (p−1)=2 residues and the same number of non-residues between the
numbers {1; : : : ; p−1}. For p=3; 5; 7; 11; 13; 17 the corresponding (+1;−1)-sequences
are (+−), (+−−+), (++−+−−), (+−+++−−−+−), (+−++−−−−++−+),
(+ +−+− − −++− − −+−++).
Lemma 1. The following equalities hold
p−1∑
i=1
(i(k + i)|p) =
{
−1 if k ≡ 0 (modp);
p− 1 if k ≡ 0 (modp): (1)
p−1∑
i=1
(i(k − i)|p) =
{
−(−1|p) if k ≡ 0 (modp);
(p− 1)(−1|p) if k ≡ 0 (modp)
=


+1 if p ≡ −1 (mod 4); k ≡ 0 (modp);
−1 if p ≡ +1 (mod 4); k ≡ 0 (modp);
p− 1 if p ≡ +1 (mod 4); k ≡ 0 (modp);
1− p if p ≡ −1 (mod 4); k ≡ 0 (modp):
(2)
Proof. Proof of the ;rst equality can be found in [5]; see problem 8a of Chapter
5. In case k =0 (modp) let us multiply each term (i(k + i)|p) = (i|p)(k + i|p)
by (i′2|p) = (i′|p)2 = 1; where i′ is de;ned by equality ii′ ≡ 1 (modp). We get
(i′2|p)(i|p)(k + i|p)= (ii′|p)(ki′+ ii′|p)= (ki′+1|p). Obviously; ki′+1 takes all the
values 1; : : : ; p − 1 (modp) except 1; because k =0 (modp). Thus in this case the
;rst sum equals (−1). If k ≡ 0 (modp) then each term of the sum equals (i2|p) = 1
by the de;nition; and the sum equals p− 1.
The second equality can be proved analogously but it is even simpler to derive it
from the ;rst one by just multiplying both parts of the latter by (−1|p).
3. Camel sequences related to quadratic residues
Given an odd prime n=p, let us consider the circular sequence s=((1|p); (2|p); : : : ;
(p−1|p); (p|p)) of length p which contains (p−1)=2 plus ones (residues), (p−1)=2
minus ones (non-residues) and 1 zero (p|p). And let B= B(s) be the box-distribution
of ((p− 1)2)=4 (+1;−1)-pairs of s between p boxes: 1; 2; : : : ; p− 1; p ≡ 0 (modp).
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Proposition 1. The box-distribution of s is given by formula:
B=
{
(p−14 )
p−10 if p ≡ +1 (mod 4);
(p−34 )
p−1 p−1
2 if p ≡ −1 (mod 4):
In both cases the sum is ((p − 1)2)=4. For example, if p = 11 then s = (+ − + +
+− − −+− 0) and B= (210 5); if p= 13 then s= (+−++− − − −++−+ 0)
and B=(312 0). We will call such sequences and distributions one-hump up-camel and
one-hump down-camel, respectively.
Proof immediately follows from the second formula of Lemma 1. Indeed, cardinality
bk in B equals ( 12 )
∑p−1
i=0 f(i(k − i)|p) where f(0)=f(+1)= 0 and f(−1)= 1.
For example if p = 13, k = 5 then the pairs (i; (k − i)) take values (1; 4), (0; 5),
(12; 6), (11; 7), (10; 8), (9; 9) and f(9× 9|13) = f(+1) = 0.
However, ‘one-hump camel sequence’ ((1|p); (2|p); : : : ; (p−1|p); (p|p)) contains a
zero (p|p). To get rid of this 0 let us consider a longer sequence s = ((+1)r(−1)r),
where r=((1|p); (2|p); : : : ; (p−1|p)). The length of this sequence s is 2n=2p, where
p is an odd prime, and r is the sequence of residues and non-residues modulo p.
Sequence r contains (p− 1)=2 plus ones and (p− 1)=2 minus ones, thus s contains p
plus ones and p minus ones.
Theorem 1. The box-distribution of sequence s = ((+1)r(−1)r) is given by the for-
mula:
B=
{
(p+12 )
p−11(p+12 )
p−10 if p ≡ +1 (mod 4);
(p−12 )
p−1(p− 1)(p−12 )p−1p if p ≡ −1 (mod 4);
which de=nes the down-camel and up-camel distributions; respectively.
In both cases the sum is p2, because the total number of unordered (+;−) pairs is
p2. For example, if p = 5 then s = (+ + − − + − + − −+) and B = (34 1 34 0); if
p= 7 then s= (+ ++−+− − −++−+−−) and B= (36 6 36 7).
The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 8.
4. Quasi-periodical sequences and their box-distributions
Given a (−1;+1)-sequence s = (s∗0 ; s∗1 ; : : : ; s∗2m−1) with a box-distribution B(s) =
(b0; : : : ; b2m−1) and a positive integer t, it is not diNcult to check that the box-
distributions of the periodical sequence st is given by the formula B(st) = (tB(s))t =
(tb0; : : : ; tb2m−1)t . As usual, xt denotes the sequence x repeated t times.
Here we will give a more general formula important for applications. Given s and
another (−1;+1)-sequence so = (s0; s1; : : : ; s2m0−1), let us consider the quasi-periodical
sequence sost which consists of the pre=x so and the period s repeated t times. In the
case m0 = 0 we just get the periodical sequence st . Let us consider now the general
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case m0 = qm+ r, where q= 0; 1; : : :, r = 0; 1; : : : ; m− 1, and
sost = (s0; : : : ; s2m0−1); (s2m0 ; : : : ; s2m0+2m−1); : : : ; (s2m0+2(t−1)m; : : : ; s2m0+2tm−1):
Theorem 2. For an arbitrary pre=x so; the box-distributions of the quasi-periodical
sequence sost and of its period s are related by the following equalities and inequal-
ities:
(a) If t¿ 1 and k ∈ [0; 2m0 + 2(t − 1)m); the di@erence |[bk(sost) − bk(sost−1)] −
bk−2m0 (mod 2m)(s)| is zero if t¿ q+2 or if m0 =0; otherwise it is at most 2m0−1.
(b) If t¿2 and k ∈ [2m0+(t−1)m; 2m0+2tm); the di@erence |[bk(sost)−bk−2m(sost−1)]−
bk−4m0 (mod 2m)(s)| is zero if t¿ q+3 or if m0 =0; otherwise it is at most 2m0−1.
The above formulae show how the diLerences between B(sost) and B(sost−1) depend
on t and q. For small t we only have obvious inequalities, but for t ¿q + 2 these
diLerences are exactly equal to some values of B(s). In other words, B(sost) is uniquely
de;ned by B(sost−1). Thus we can get eNcient lower and upper bounds for all the
values of B(sost) if we choose an up-camel or respectively, a down-camel sequence
as the period s. We will apply this approach in Section 5 to get some asymptotic
equalities; see Theorem 3. And we will prove Theorem 2 itself in Section 8.
Clearly, Theorem 2 implies formula B(st) = (tB(s))t for periodical sequences.
5. Applications of camel sequences
Given a graph G=(V; E) without loops and multiple edges (|V |=n; |E|=m) and an
integer N¿ n, let us enumerate the vertices by diLerent numbers from [N ]={1; : : : ; N},
or in other words, let us consider an injective mapping f :V → [N ]. Given such an
f, we will call two diLerent edges e1 = (v1; v′1); e2 = (v2; v
′
2)∈E parallel if f(v1) +
f(v′1) = f(v2) + f(v
′
2) (modN ). All four vertices must be diLerent. There are N sets
(bunches) of parallel edges enumerated by 1; 2; : : : ; N−1; N=0 (modN ). Let us denote
by B(G;N; f)=B=(b0; : : : ; bN−1) the numbers of edges in these bunches. The sum of
these N numbers is m, thus the average is m=N .
Remark 1. A geometrical interpretation may be convenient. Let us consider an injective
embedding of vertices of G into vertices of a perfect N -gon in the Euclidean plane; the
edges of G being the sides and diagonals; which connect the corresponding pairs of
vertices. Clearly; the above notion of parallel edges is in agreement with the standard
Euclidean concept. Counting of the “weakly parallel” edges; i.e. those; which do not
intersect within the N -gon; would give rise to some interesting combinatorial problems
too (Ron Aharoni; private communications; see also [2]). However; we will not consider
this approach here.
We study the following two functions:
(G;N ) = max
B∈B
min
b∈B
b; (G;N ) = min
B∈B
max
b∈B
b: (3)
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where B=B(G;N ) is the set of the distributions B= B(G;N; f) generated by all the
injective mappings f :V → [N ]. Obviously,
(G;N )6
m
N
6 (G;N ) (4)
because “minimum6 average6maximum” for every distribution.
In [1] (see also [3, Section 5]) the case of a simple cycle, G=Cn; N¿ n¿ 3, was
considered. In this case function  can take only two values: 1 and 2 and (Cn; N )=1
only if (Cn; N )=1 and N =n, otherwise =0. It is proven that (Cn; N )=2 if n=N
is even, otherwise (Cn; N ) = 1.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the case of the complete bipartite graph with
equal parts, G = Kn;n, and N = 2n, to which camel sequences are applicable. (Only
in Section 7 we consider another case G = Kn;n, and N = 2n+ 1, to which one-hump
camel sequences are applicable.) Let us introduce functions
(n) = (Kn;n; 2n); (n) = (Kn;n; 2n): (5)
Inequalities (4) can be rewritten as
(n)6
n
2
6 (n) ∀n: (6)
Lemma 2. For any positive integers t and n functions  and  satisfy the inequalities
t(n)6 (tn); (tn)¿ (tn): (7)
Proof. Let us suppose that value (n) or (n) is realized by a (−1;+1)-sequence
(s0; : : : ; s2n−1) which generates a box-distribution B(s) = (b0; : : : ; b2n−1). We know that
periodical sequence st=(s0; : : : ; s2n−1)t generates the box-distribution B(st)=(tB(s))t=
(tb0; : : : ; tb2n−1)t . Thus the maximal and minimal cardinalities of B(st) are t times the
maximal and minimal cardinalities of B(s). This and the de;nition of functions ; 
by (3;5) prove (7).
Inequalities (6) and (7) together imply the chain
t(n)6 (tn)6
n
2
6 (tn)6 t(n): (8)
Lemma 3. Given a prime n; if n ≡ −1 (mod 4); there exists an up-camel sequence and
(n)=n=2; if n ≡ +1 (mod 4); there exists an down-camel sequence and (n)=n=2.
Proof. The existence of the camel sequences follows from Theorem 1. Inequalities (6)
hold; (n) and (n) are integers; and n is odd; thus neither (n) nor (n) can be equal
to n=2; and hence they must be equal to n=2 and n=2; respectively.
Proposition 2. The number 12 is a limit point of both sequences {(n)=n; (n)=n; n=
1; 2; : : :}. Moreover; supLIM{(n)=n}=inf LIM{(n)=n}= 12 ; where LIM(X ) is the set
of all the limit points of a set X .
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Proof. There exist in;nitely many prime numbers of both types n ≡ −1 (mod 4) and
n ≡ +1 (mod 4). Accordingly to Lemma 3; for these two cases (n) = n=2 and
(n) = n=2; respectively; which proves the Proposition.
Let us now demonstrate that both sequences (n)=n and (n)=n do converge to a
limit.
Theorem 3. Both functions (n) and (n) are asymptotically equal to n=2; or in other
words; limn→∞ (n)=n= limn→∞ (n)=n= 12 .
Proof. Let n=tm+m0; where t; m; m0 are positive integers; and m0¡m. Let us consider
a quasi-periodical sequence sost ; where so is a pre;x of length 2m0 and s is a period
of length 2m. If m is prime; m ≡ +1 (mod 4) (respectively; m ≡ −1 (mod 4)); and s is
the down-camel (respectively; up-camel) sequence of Theorem 1; then the case q = 0
of Theorem 2 readily implies that (tm+m0)¿ tm=2− t=2=(1=2)[(tm+m0)− (t+m0)]
(or respectively; (tm + m0)6 tm=2 + t=2 + m0 = (1=2)[(tm + m0) + (t + m0)]); that
is n=2 − (n)6 (t + m0)=2 (or respectively; (n) − n=26 (t + m0)=2). In both cases
|f(n)− n=2|6 (t + m0)=2; where f is  or .
Given n, we have to choose proper m; m0 and t. To do this we will need some clas-
sical results on the distribution of primes. Euclid proved that there are in;nitely many
primes. Chebyshev proved that for every k ¿ 72 there exists a prime between k and
2k−2. Dirichlet proved that every arithmetic progression ax+b, for which a and b are
relatively prime, contains in;nitely many primes. Further results by Kronecker imply
that every such progression contains a prime between k and ck, for every suNciently
large k, where c is a constant, and later results by Landau imply that any constant
larger than 1 can be chosen. We refer to the book [4, Chapter 9]: ‘Prime numbers in
arithmetic progressions’, for further developments in this area. Let us note that all the
above results are applicable for both arithmetic progressions 4i + 1 and 4j − 1.
Thus, for any suNciently large n we can choose a prime m between
√
n=c and
√
cn
such that m ≡ +1 (mod 4) (as well as m ≡ −1 (mod 4)). Both t and m0 are of the
order of magnitude
√
n and we get |f(n) − n=2|6 (t + m0)=2 = o(n) in both cases:
f =  or f = .
Remark 2. Chebyshev’s and Dirichlet’s Theorems would not imply Theorem 3; yet;
but the Kronecker and Landau results are by far too strong. In the proof above it would
be enough to guarantee the existence of a prime between k and; let us say; 2k for any
suNciently large k.
6. The %rst 20 values of functions  and  and some conjectures
According to Theorem 1 and Lemma 3, the camel sequences realize the extremal
values (n)=n=2 and (n)=n=2. We conjecture that this is a characteristic property
of the camel sequences, or we can even say, of the quadratic residues.
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Table 1
The values (n) and (n) for n6 20
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
(n) 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 4 5 4 5 6 6 6 7 8 9 8
(n) 1 2 3 3 3 4 5 6 6 6 7 8 7 8 9 10 9 10 11 12
Conjecture 1. Except for camel sequences; there exist no others; which realize values
(n) = n=2 and (n) = n=2. In other words; if (n) = n=2 then n is prime; n ≡
−1 (mod 4) and this value of  is realized by the corresponding up-camel sequence;
and if (n) = n=2 then n is prime; n ≡ +1 (mod 4) and this value of  is realized
by the corresponding down-camel sequence.
This conjecture, if true, readily implies that the diLerence −  is suNciently large.
Indeed, for an even n neither of two equalities (n) = n=2 nor (n) = n=2 can hold.
Thus in this case (n)−(n)¿ 2. If n is prime then exactly one of the two equalities:
(n) = n=2 or (n) = n=2 holds. Thus in this case (n) − (n)¿ 2, too. (We
will conjecture that the equality always takes place.) Finally, if n is odd and not
prime then neither of two equalities (n) = n=2 nor (n) = n=2 holds. In this case
(n) − (n)¿ 3. Thus Conjecture 1 implies that inequalities (6) are strict and the
diLerence between  and  is at least 2, i.e.
(n)¡
n
2
¡(n); (n)− (n)¿ 2 ∀n¿ 1: (9)
Due to a program by A. Tishchenko we get values (n); (n) up to n = 20; see
Table 1. We can observe from Table 1 that the sum  +  and the diLerence  − 
behave in a rather regular way, which gives us hope to compute both functions exactly.
Conjecture 2.
(n) + (n) =


n if n is not prime;
n− 1 = 4j if n is prime and n= 4j + 1;
n+ 1 = 4j if n is prime and n= 4j − 1:
Conjecture 3. The di@erence (n)−(n) equals 2 if n is prime; otherwise it is a divisor
of n. In particular; if n=pq is a product of two primes then (n)−(n)=min{p; q}.
In general; if n= q1q2 : : : qk ; where q16 q2 · · ·6 qk ; then (n)− (n) = q1q2 : : : qm is
always a product of the =rst several divisors; however; it is diBcult to guess how
large m is; see e.g. n= 8; 12; 16; 18.
We know that (n) = n=2 for n= 4j − 1 and (n) = n=2 for n= 4j + 1 if n is
prime. Thus for primes Conjecture 2 results from Conjecture 3.
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7. One-hump camel sequences, the case G = Kn;n, N = 2n + 1
Let us note that ‘one-hump camel’ sequences provide analogous results for the case
N =2n+1. In this case we consider sequences which consists of n plus ones, n minus
ones and 1 zero. We distribute n2(+1;−1)-pairs among 2n+1 boxes. Thus the average
is n2=(2n+ 1).
Given an odd prime p, the sequence s=((1|p); (2|p); : : : ; (p−1|p); (p|p)) contains
(p − 1)=2 plus ones, (p − 1)=2 minus ones and 1 zero (p|p). Thus n = (p − 1)=2
and the average of the box-distribution B=B(s) is ((p− 1=2)2)=p= (p− 1)2=4p. The
box-distribution B= B(s) itself is given by Proposition 1. Obviously,
p− 1
4
=
⌈
(p− 1)2
4p
⌉
if p ≡ +1 (mod 4) and
p− 3
4
=
⌊
(p− 1)2
4p
⌋
if p ≡ −1 (mod 4):
Thus for every odd prime p we get a ‘one-hump camel’ sequence s. If p ≡
−1 (mod 4) then s is up-camel and its box-distribution realizes the maxmin, that
is (Kn;n; 2n + 1) = (p − 3)=4; if p ≡ +1 (mod 4) then s is down-camel and its
box-distribution realizes the minmax that is (Kn;n; 2n + 1) = (p − 1)=4, where n =
(p− 1)=2.
We also conjecture that the above is a characteristic property of the one-hump camel
sequences, or we can say, of the quadratic residues.
8. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
Both theorems are related to the box-distribution B(s)=(b0; b1; : : : ; b2n−1) of an even
cyclic (+1;−1)-sequence s = (s0; s1; : : : ; s2n−1), which consists of n plus ones and n
minus ones. Let us note that any pair (i; j) with i= j (we call such pair degenerated)
cannot be in box k, because we only count (+−)-pairs. Let us also note that if (i; j) is
in box k then (j; i) is there, too, but we will identify these two pairs, in other words,
we consider unordered pairs, i.e. (i; j) = (j; i). We denote an unordered pair by (i; j)
and an ordered one by
→
(i; j); while [i; j) denotes the set of integers {i; i+1; : : : ; j− 1},
where j¿ i.
Let k ∈ [0; 2n) and let B[0;2n)k denote the set of all the unordered, non-degenerated
pairs (i; j) such that i; j∈ [0; 2n) and i+j ≡ k (mod 2n), that is bk is the number of pairs
in B[0;2n)k , such that sis˙j=−1. Let us note that while i takes values 0; 1; : : : ; 2n−1, we get
2n ordered pairs (
→
i; j), such that i; j∈ [0; 2n) and i + j ≡ k (mod 2n). Further, among
these 2n pairs there is no degenerated pairs if k is odd and there are two degenerated
pairs, (k=2; k=2) and (k=2 + n; k=2 + n) if k is even. Thus, |B[0;2n)k |, the number of
unordered, non-degenerated pairs in the set {(i; j): i; j∈ [0; 2n) i+ j ≡ k (mod 2n)} is
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Table 2
Pairs in the set A[0;2n)k
j: k=2+ 1 ↗ : : : k k + 1 ↗ : : : k=2+ n
i: k − j ↘ : : : 0 2n− 1 ↘ : : : (k − k=2) + n
equal to n if k is odd and to (2n− 2)=2 = n− 1 if k is even. For convenience, let us
introduce the set A[0;2n)k , which is equal to B
[0;2n)
k for an odd k and to B
[0;2n)
k plus one
degenerated pair (k=2+ n; k=2+ n) for an even k. Thus |A[0;2n)k |= n for every k. A
degenerated pair cannot contribute to bk , hence the following equations hold
bk =
1
2
∑
(i; j)∈B[0;2n)k
(1− sisj) = 12
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2n)k
(1− sisj) = n2 −
1
2
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2n)k
sisj: (10)
Below we will explicitly list all the pairs from A[0;2n)k .
Lemma 4. For k ∈ [0; 2n) we can list all the pairs of A[0;2n)k in such a way that one
endpoint; let us say j; is monotone increasing from k=2+ 1 to k=2+ n; that is
A[0;2n)k =
k=2+n⋃
j=k=2+1
{(i; j): i ≡ (k − j)(mod 2n); i∈ [0; 2n)}:
Proof. The pairs from the right-hand side of above equation are given in Table 2 .
Let us notice that
⌊
k
2
⌋
6
(
k −
⌊
k
2
⌋)
=
{
 k2+ 1 if k is odd;
 k2 if k is even:
(11)
Thus, all the 2n endpoints of these n pairs are diLerent if k is odd, and if k is even
then, except for the last pair (k=2+n; k=2+n), all the other 2(n−1) endpoints are
diLerent. Therefore, all n listed pairs are diLerent. The expression for A[0;2n)k follows,
because these n pairs are all in A[0;2n)k , and |A[0;2n)k |= n.
We will give a geometric interpretation of the sets B[0;2n)k and A
[0;2n)
k . As in Section
5, we represent our cyclic sequences of length 2n in the vertices of a perfect 2n-gon,
then pairs in B[0;2n)k and A
[0;2n)
k generate parallel edges. See for example Figs. 1 and
2, where B[0;2n)k consists of all the parallel non-degenerated lines perpendicular to the
dotted line labeled by k; A[0;2n)k = B
[0;2n)
k if k is odd, and A
[0;2n)
k is B
[0;2n)
k plus one
degenerated pair represented by the dashed line if k is even. The thick lines represent
the pairs in box k.
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Fig. 1. Prime p = 5 ≡ 1 (mod 4); r = ((1|p); (2|p); (3|p); (4|p) = (+ − −+) is symmetric.
s = ((+1)r(−1)r). Box B[0;2p)k is shown for k = 0; 5; 3; 8. The empty circles and the dark ones
correspond to − and +, respectively. The thicker lines represent (+;−)-edges. We get the
up-camel distribution (0 34 1 34). (a) B0 = {(9; 1); (8; 2); (7; 3); (6; 4)} A0 = {(9; 1); (8; 2); (7; 3); (6; 4); (5; 5)}
A∗0 ={(5; 5)}, (b) Bp={(2; 3); (1; 4); (0; 5); (9; 6); (8; 7)} Ap={(2; 3); (1; 4); (0; 5); (9; 6); (8; 7)} A∗p={(0; 5)},
(c) B8 = {(3; 5); (2; 6); (1; 7); (0; 8)} A8 = {(3; 5); (2; 6); (1; 7); (0; 8); (9; 9)} A∗8 = {(0; 8); (3; 5)}, (d)
B3 = {(1; 2); (0; 3); (9; 4); (8; 5); (7; 6)} A3 = {(1; 2); (0; 3); (9; 4); (8; 5); (7; 6)} A∗3 = {(0; 3); (8; 5)}.
8.1. Proof of Theorem 1
We compute the box distribution B(s) = (b0; b1; : : : ; b2p−1) of the sequence s =
((+1)r(−1)r). For k ∈ [0; 2p), according to Eq. (10),
bk =
p
2
−
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2p)k
sisj;
where
A[0;2p)k =
k=2+p⋃
j=k=2+1
{(i; j): i ≡ (k − j)(mod 2p); i∈ [0; 2p)}:
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Fig. 2. Prime p = 7 ≡ 3 (mod 4); r = ((1|p); (2|p); (3|p); (4|p); (5|p); (6|p)) = (+ + − + −−)
is skew-symmetric. s = ((+1)r(−1)r). Box B[0;2p)k is shown for k = 0; 7; 4; 13, where
the empty circles and the dark ones correspond to − and +, respectively. The thicker
lines represent the (+;−)-edges. We get the down-camel distribution (6 36 7 36). (a)
B0 = {(13; 1); (12; 2); (11; 3); (10; 4); (9; 5); (8; 6)} A0 = {(13; 1); (12; 2); (11; 3); (10; 4); (9; 5); (8; 6);
(7; 7)} A∗0 = {(7; 7)}, (b) Bp = {(3; 4); (2; 5); (1; 6); (0; 7); (13; 8); (12; 9); (11; 10)} Ap =
{(3; 4); (2; 5); (1; 6); (0; 7); (13; 8); (12; 9); (11; 10)} A∗p = {(0; 7)}, (c) B4 = {(1; 3); (0; 4);
(13; 5); (12; 6); (11; 7); (10; 8)} A4 = {(1; 3); (0; 4); (13; 5); (12; 6); (11; 7); (10; 8); (9; 9)} A∗4 = {(0; 4);
(11; 7)}, (d) B13 = {(13; 0); (12; 1); (11; 2); (10; 3); (9; 4); (8; 5); (7; 6)} A13 = {(13; 0); (12; 1);
(11; 2); (10; 3); (9; 4); (8; 5); (7; 6)} A∗13 = {(0; 13); (6; 7)}.
From the de;nition of s = ((+1)r(−1)r) it follows that si = ([i (mod p)]|p) for
i∈ [0; 2p) and i =0; i =p, since si = (i|p) if i6p and si = (i − p|p) if i¿p.
However, si is de;ned in a peculiar way for i=0 and i=p. Let A∗k denote the set of
all the pairs in A[0;2p)k for which at least one end is 0 or p; see Figs. 1 and 2. Clearly,
A∗k =


{(p;p)} if k = 0;
{(0; k); (k + p;p)} if 0¡k¡p;
{(0; p)} if k = p;
{(0; k); (k − p;p)} if k ¿p:
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Equalities sk+p=sk=(k|p) if k ¡p; sk−p=sk=(k−p|p) if k¿p and s0=1; sp=−1
imply
∑
(i; j)∈A∗k
sisj =


s2p = 1 if k = 0;
s0 · sp =−1 if k = p;
s0sk + spsk = 0 otherwise:
(12)
Let us now compute
∑
(i; j)∈A[0; 2p)k −A∗k sisj.
Equality
∑
(i; j)∈A∗k ([i (mod p)][j (modp)]|p) = 0 implies∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2p)k −A∗k
sisj =
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2p)k −A∗k
([i (modp)][j (modp)]|p)
=
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2p)k
([i (modp)][j (modp)]|p):
Any p consecutive numbers from [0; 2p) are all diLerent modulo p. Hence j∈ [k=2+
1; k=2+p] implies that i (mod p) takes values 0; 1; : : : ; p− 1. Further, i (mod p) +
j (mod p) ≡ k (mod p) whenever i + j ≡ k (mod 2p). Thus,
∑
(i; j)∈A∗k −A[0;2p)k
sisj =
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2p)k
([i (mod p)][j (mod p)]|p) =
p−1∑
t=0
((k − t)t|p): (13)
It follows from Eqs. (12), (13) and the second formula of Lemma 1 that∑
(i; j)∈A[0; 2p)k
sisj =
∑
(i; j)∈A[0; 2p)k −A∗k
sisj +
∑
(i; j)∈A∗k
sisj
=


(p− 1) + 1 = p if p ≡ 1 (mod 4); k = 0;
(p− 1) + (−1) = p− 2 if p ≡ 1 (mod 4); k = p;
−1 if p ≡ 1 (mod 4); k =0 (mod p);
(1− p) + 1 = 2− p if p ≡ −1 (mod 4); k = 0;
(1− p) + (−1) =−p if p ≡ −1 (mod 4); k = p;
1 if p ≡ −1 (mod 4); k =0 (mod p):
bk =
p
2
− 1
2
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2p)k
sisj
=


0 if p ≡ 1(mod 4); k = 0;
1 if p ≡ 1(mod 4); k = p;
p+1
2 if p ≡ 1(mod 4); k =0; k =p;
p− 1 if p ≡ −1(mod 4); k = 0;
p if p ≡ −1(mod 4); k = p;
p−1
2 if p ≡ −1(mod 4); k =0; k =p:
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Remark 3. In fact; bk can be easily determined for k = 0 and p as follows.
If p ≡ 1(mod 4) then (j|p) = (p− j|p) (symmetric case) and
bk =


0 if k = 0 (since si = sj for each (i; j)∈B[0;2p)0 );
1 if k = p (since si = sj for each (i; j) =(0; p) in B[0;2p)p ; and
s0 =−sp for (0; p)∈B[0;2p)p ):
If p ≡ −1(mod 4) then (j|p) =−(p− j|p) (skew-symmetric case) and
bk =


p− 1 if k = 0 (since si =−sj for each (i; j)∈B[0;2p)0 ; and
since 0 is even; |B[0;2p)0 |= p− 1);
p if k = p (since si =−sj for each (i; j)∈B[0;2p)p ; and
since p is odd; |B[0;2p)0 |= p):
By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1 and the second formula of Lemma
1, for any odd prime p we get
∑
(i; j)∈A[0; 2p)k −A∗k sisj =
∑p−1
j=1 ((k − j)j|p) and thus bk
is constant for all k except k = 0 and k = p. Since the total number of pairs (
∑
bk)
in all 2p boxes is p2, we get
bk =


p2 − b0 − bp
2p− 2 =
p2 − 0− 1
2p− 2 =
p+ 1
2
if p ≡ 1(mod 4); and
k =0; p;
p2 − b0 − bp
2p− 2 =
p2 − (p− 1)− p
2p− 2 =
p− 1
2
if p ≡ −1(mod 4); and
k =0; p:
This is another way to prove Theorem 1.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the box distributions for p = 5 ≡ 1(mod 4) and p = 7 ≡
−1(mod 4), respectively. In the ;rst case the sequence r = (+ − −+) is symmetric.
Hence b0 = 0, because there are no (+;−) pairs in the box k =0, and bp=1, because
there is only one (+;−) pair (0; p) in the box k = p, and bk = 3 = (p + 1)=2 for
all other k, i.e. k =0, k =p. In the second case the sequence r = (+ + − + −−) is
skew symmetric. Hence b0 = p− 1 = 6, because all p− 1 pairs in the box k = 0 are
(+;−)-pairs, and bp = p = 7, because all p pairs in the box k = p are (+;−)-pairs,
and bk = 3 = (p− 1)=2 for all other k i.e. k =0, k =p.
8.2. Proof of Theorem 2
Part (a): Let k1 be the number in [0; 2m) such that k1 = k − 2m0(mod 2m), and let
Qbk = bk(sost)− bk(sost−1)− bk1 (s). Eq. (10) implies
Qbk =
1
2

 ∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2m0+2(t−1)m)k
sisj +
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2m)k1
s∗i s
∗
j −
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2m0+2tm)k
sisj

 : (14)
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Table 3
The m0 + (t − 1)m pairs in A−k . Every pair before the double bar satis;es sisj = si′′ sj′′
j: k=2+ 1 ↗ · · · k k + 1 ↗ · · · k + 2(t − 1)m ↗ · · · k=2+ m0 + (t − 1)m
i: k − j ↘ · · · 0 2m0 + 2tm− 1 ↘ · · · 2m+ 2m0 ↘ · · · k + 2m0 + 2tm− j
Table 4
The m pairs in A+k . Every pair after the double bar satis;es sisj = s
∗
i′ s
∗
j′
j: k=2+ m0 + (t − 1)m+ 1 ↗ · · · 2m0 − 1 2m0 ↗ · · · k=2+ m0 + tm
i: k + 2m0 + 2tm− j ↘ · · · k + 2tm+ 1 k + 2tm ↘ · · · (k − k=2) + m0 + tm
According to Lemma 4, we assume without loss of generality that the endpoint j of
pairs in A[0;2m0+2tm)k takes values in the interval [k=2+1; k=2+m0+tm]. Accordingly
to this order of j-indices, we put the last m pairs into set A+k , and the ;rst m0+(t−1)m
pairs into set A−k . Let us note that |A+k |=|A[0;2m)k1 | and |A−k |=|A
[0;2m0+2(t−1)m)
k |. Functions
f and g de;ned below map A+k with A
[0;2m)
k1 and A
−
k with A
[0;2m0+2(t−1)m)
k , respectively.
We de;ne f: A+k → A[0;2m)k1 by the formula
f(i; j) = (i′; j′) = ([i − 2m0(mod 2m)]; [j − 2m0(mod 2m)]):
Obviously, f(a; b) =f(c; d) if (a; b) =(c; d), because all the endpoints of A+k diLer by
at most 2m − 1. Let us note also that for every (i; j)∈A+k the equality i + j = k +
2m0 + 2tm holds and implies i′ + j′ ≡ (i − 2m0) + (j − 2m0)(mod 2m) ≡ k − 2m0 +
2tm(mod 2m) ≡ k1(mod 2m), which in its turn implies that (i′; j′)∈A[0;2m)k1 . Thus, f is
a bijection between A+k and A
[0;2m)
k1 .
We de;ne g :A−k → A[0;2m0+2(t−1)m)k by the formula
g(i; j) = (i′′; j′′) =
{
(i; j) if j∈ [k=2+ 1; k];
(i − 2m; j) if j∈ (k; k=2+ m0 + (t − 1)m]:
It is easy to see that g is a bijection between A−k (see Table 3) and A
[0;2m0+2(t−1)m)
k .
Thus,
(i) si = s∗i′ ; sj = s
∗
j′ for all (i; j)∈A+k with j¿ 2m0 (see Table 4).
Indeed, if (i; j)∈A+k , where j¿ 2m0, then i¿ j¿ 2m0.
(ii) si = si′′ ; sj = sj′′ for all (i; j)∈A−k with j6 k + 2(t − 1)m (see Table 3).
Indeed, if j∈ (k; k + 2(t − 1)m] then i = k + 2m0 + 2tm − j¿ 2m0 + 2m, which
implies that si−2m = si.
Therefore Eq. (14) implies
Qbk =
1
2
∑
(i; j)∈A−k ; j¿k+2(t−1)m+1
(si′′sj′′ − sisj) + 12
∑
(i; j)∈A+k ; j62m0−1
(s∗i′s
∗
j′ − sisj):
If m0=0 or t¿ q+2 then sets {(i; j)∈A−k ; j¿ k+2(t−1)m+1}, {(i; j)∈A+k ; j6 2m0−
1} are both empty, which implies Qbk =0. Otherwise, |Qbk |6 2m0−1, since the total
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Table 5
The m pairs in A−k . Every pair before the double bar satis;es sisj = s
∗
i′ s
∗
j′
j: k=2+ 1 ↗ · · · k − 2m0 k − 2m0 + 1 ↗ · · · k=2+ m
i: k − j ↘ · · · 2m0 2m0 − 1 ↘ · · · k − j
Table 6
The m0 + (t − 1)m pairs in A+k . Every pair after the double bar satis;es sisj = si′′ sj′′
j: k=2+ m+ 1 ↗ · · · 2m0 + 2m ↗ · · · k k + 1 ↗ · · · k=2+ m0 + tm
i: k − j ↘ · · · k − j ↘ · · · 0 2m0 + 2tm− 1 ↘ · · · k + 2m0 + 2tm− j
number of terms in both summations equals 2m0 − 1 − 2(t − 1)m − k6 2m0 − 1 −
2(t − 1)m6 2m0 − 1.
Part (b): Let k2 be the number in [0; 2m) such that k2 ≡ k − 4m0(mod 2m), and let
Qbk = bk(sost)− bk−2m(sost−1)− bk2 (s). By Eq. (10),
Qbk =
1
2

 ∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2m0+2(t−1)m)k−2m
sisj +
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2m)k2
s∗i s
∗
j −
∑
(i; j)∈A[0;2m0+2tm)k
sisj

 : (15)
According to Lemma 4, we may assume, without loss of generality, that the endpoints
j of pairs in A[0;2m0+2tm)k run through the set [k=2+1; k=2+m0+tm]. According to this
order of j-indices, we put the ;rst m pairs into the set A−k , and put the last m0+(t−1)m
pairs into the set A+k . We will map A
−
k to A
[0;2m)
k2 |, and A+k to A
[0;2m0+2(t−1)m)
k using,
respectively, the following functions f and g.
We de;ne f: A−k → A[0;2m)k2 as
f(i; j) = (i′; j′) = ([i − 2m0(mod 2m)]; [j − 2m0(mod 2m)]):
It is easy to see that f is a bijection between A−k and A
[0;2m)
k2 . Indeed, for every
(i; j)∈A−k , the equality i + j = k holds and implies
i′ + j′ ≡ (i − 2m0) + (j − 2m0)(mod 2m) = k − 4m0(mod 2m) ≡ k2(mod 2m);
which in its turn implies (i′; j′)∈A[0;2m)k2 .
Let us also de;ne g :A−k → A[0;2m0+2(t−1)m)k−2m as
g(i; j) = (i′′; j′′) =
{
(i; j − 2m) if j∈ [ k2+ m+ 1; k];
(i − 2m; j − 2m) if j∈ (k;  k2+ m0 + tm]:
It is easy to see that g is a bijection between A+k (see Table 6) and A
[0;2m0+2(t−1)m)
k−2m .
Thus,
(i) si = s∗i′ ; sj = s
∗
j′ for all (i; j)∈A−k with j6 k − 2m0 (see Table 5).
Indeed, if (i; j)∈A−k with j6 k − 2m0 then j¿ i = k − j¿ 2m0.
(ii) si = si′′ ; sj = sj′′ for all (i; j)∈A+k with j¿ 2m0 + 2m (see Table 6).
Indeed, if j∈ (k; k=2 + m0 + tm] then i = k + 2m0 + 2tm − j¿ (k − k=2) +
m0 + tm¿ k=2 + m0 + tm. By that k¿ 2m0 + 2(t − 1)m and t¿ 2, we have
i¿ 2m0 + 2m, which implies si−2m = si.
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Therefore Eq. (14) implies
Qbk =
1
2
∑
(i; j)∈A−k ; j¿k−2m0+1
(s∗i′s
∗
j′ − sisj) +
1
2
∑
(i; j)∈A+k ; j62m0+2m−1
(si′′sj′′ − sisj):
If m0 = 0 or t¿ q + 3 then the sets {(i; j)∈A−k ; j¿ k − 2m0 + 1} and {(i; j)∈A+k ; j
6 2m0 + 2m − 1} are both empty, and thus, Qbk = 0. Otherwise, |Qbk |6 2m0 − 1,
since the total number of terms in both summations equals
4m0 + 2m− 1− k6 (4m0 + 2m− 1)− 2m0 − 2(t − 1)m
= 2m0 − 1− 2(t − 2)m6 2m0 − 1:
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